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EASTER - SPECIAL EDITION!


E ASTER TREE!

Earlier this year Beryl gave her Easter Tree 
decorations to Alison in readiness for the 
April Sunday Club session, which as we now 

know, didn’t take place. So, Alison and I hung them 
in our pear tree and we now share this Easter image 
with you!

Beverley kindly bought some Fair Trade Easter eggs, 
each complete with a small Easter booklet. She has 
distributed them to our regular Sunday Club children.


A RE you missing being able to meet friends 
and members of St Andrew with St Alban on 
Sundays? If you have internet access then 
why not try an online service this Easter. Visit 

the home page of our website where you will find 
links to Revd Ian’s video recorded services as well as 
those available from the Church of England website.


S EE a photo of the Super Pink Moon rising 
from the East over Mottingham at 7pm on 
Tuesday 7 April. Being isolated at home isn’t 
quite so bad when you can see a natural 

show as good as this! Apparently, the moon is not 
actually pink. The term derives from one of the North 
American flowers to bloom first in Spring - the wild 
Ground Phlox, according to the Maine Farmer’s 
Almanac. Now you know!


T IME on your hands? Why not try the two 
quizzes, overleaf. The first one is a list of 
London Underground Anagrams which are 
surprisingly difficult to solve - aren’t they 

Jane? The second is an Easter Quiz supplied by Sue 
& Mick. Answers will appear in the next issue of 
Keep Connected!, but if you can’t wait until then, 
phone our contributors for the solutions!


THANK YOU BERYL & BEVERLEY!

SUPER PINK MOON OVER MOTTINGHAM - © BOB



	    London Underground Anagrams	 	 	 	 	 Easter Quiz


  


E LIZA’s recent artwork is on display in the front window of the Robinson household. Her 
artistry extends to the pavement in front of the house. Well done Eliza!




R AY is well connected with the world of film 
and photography and offers this topical 
Easter image for your amusement!


The Last Word - for now!

Jane has suggested I include a photo of the 
‘congregation’ showing appreciation for the NHS in 
the next issue, so send me your individual photos 
and I’ll produce a montage to represent our united 
congregation. Please contact: 
bob@standrewandstalban.org.uk. 

Remember to keep your eye on our website;

www.standrewandstalban.org.uk

1. A modern cad

2. Why a car Fran?

3. Clear a ten stag

4. Chew the pail

5. The planet lands ace

6. Lab Charmer

7. Are sons equal?

8. Better rakes

9. Plasterer to drag tent

10. A stray web

11. No trance nets

12. Ate glad seat

13. Wok at rush

14. Prayer horn deck

15. O steep river toil

16. No Gail, light tent

17. Beth Gig drinks


18. Go draw a deer

19. Our Scarlet

20. Roam not tart 
touched


1. Which light fruit cake, capped by a circle of eggs, 
is traditionally eaten at Easter?


2. In which ocean would you find Easter Island?

3. What is the name given to the Sunday before 

Easter?

4. Nick Easter was an International in which sport?

5. On Easter Sunday we give Easter Eggs, but what 

does the egg represent?

6. Pancake Day marks the start of Lent, but what is 

the official name?

7. In the UK, how many days before Easter Sunday 

is Mother’s Day

8. Who painted ‘The Last Supper’?

9. Name either of the two main stars of the film 

Easter Parade

10. Which disciple betrayed Jesus?

GRATEFUL THANKS TO THE NHS!

HOPSCOTCH ON THE PAVEMENT - MEMORIES!

CHOCOLATE EASTER BUNNIES!
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